The Top 10 Hotel Bars For An Elegant Evening In Miami
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There's something effortlessly classy about setting up shop at a swanky hotel bar when you're not a hotel guest or out-of-towner and observing the well-polished crowds saunter in. Done right, a classic hotel lobby bar exudes sophistication and refined comfort, while the standalone bar concepts tucked into separate areas promise character and charm, like several of the New York-style speakeasies that call Miami hotels home. Now that we've piqued your interest, check into these ten hotel bars in Miami, sip a cocktail and stay a while.

The Living Room at Faena Hotel
**Vibe:** Sexy jungle with splashes of red and tiger print

**Why it's a 10:** The Living Room is where fashionable imbibers gather for a night of epic entertainment and elevated cocktails, once they make it behind the velvet rope. Sway to an energetic set of live music or sip on your Faena Whisper as you scope out the crowd from the comfort of the tiger print couches. Mix it up on Tuesdays when a local DJ will spin live vinyl sets the traditional way.